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Case studies:
The best of Automist in action.
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Automist is one of the country’s foremost supplier of
watermist sprinkler systems. Trusted by numerous homeowners,
architects and building control and designed to be discrete, attractive easy
to install. Check out some of our most successful Installations.

Couple’s five
storey house
renovation
with feature
kitchen
Highbury, UK

39 open
apartments
in regency
style
building

The additional floor and the open plan kitchen
meant that extra fire protection measures were
required to meet Building Regulations. Cecilia and
Gavin were keen to avoid the standard solutions
such as fire doors, which would have disrupted the
flow, or a traditional sprinkler system, which would
have required considerable labour and structural
work to accommodate a large tank.

Cheltenham, UK

It is notoriously difficult to carry out any retrofit
work on heritage buildings at the same time as
complying with building regulations. Automist
enabled lobby removal in 39 flats in the
prestigious Oriel Road Villas development. This
Grade II listed buildings is an example of ornate
regency architecture – a heritage which
demanded to be safeguarded.

Five floor
townhouse
Awarded
best
property
single unit

Since its remarkable transformation, this
three-bedroom, five floor townhouse has,
been awarded the Best Property Single Unit
Development in London and the UK in the
International Property Awards 2015. Made
possible, in part, due to a number of innovative
design solutions including Automist Smartscan
open plan enabling fire protection.

Knightsbridge, UK
Find more case studies on plumis.co.uk/examples Visit www.plumis.co.uk for technical specifications and to see how it works.
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Wavy
wooden
Grand
Design
South Cornwall, UK

Protecting
Goodridge
Freedom
House
York, PA, USA

Automist
saves a life
in arson
attempt
Exeter, UK

Eclectic
converted
apartment
in Victorian
school
house
Stoke Newington, UK

Find more case studies on plumis.co.uk/examples
Visit www.plumis.co.uk for technical specifications
and to see how it works.

Tom and Danielle decided to build a spectacular
wavy wooden house for themselves and their two
children in a wood in South Cornwall. Their new
home has curvy steam bent cladding, twisty hand
made furniture and interior walls covered with a
smorgasbord of naturally-weathered timber from
their woodland. They utilised Automist Smartscan
to ensure the property met Building Regulations.

The Goodridge House is an existing IIIB building
with mixed Use Group A-3/B. The main floor
serves as a museum displaying period specific
items that belonged to the house, with office
space above. Automist Smartscan met two
performance based objectives: minimising
water damage, and limiting temperature in an
emergency fire situation.

Exeter City Council installed Automist in the
apartment of a vulnerable resident who had
already set fire to his flat 3 times, posing a
significant risk to himself, the property and
those around him. When the resident went on
to attempt arson a fourth time the units were
activated, effectively preventing a serious fire and
more than likely saving lives.

Through clever space re-modelling and the
inclusion of Automist, Avocado Sweets Design
Studio transformed an impractical two-bed into a
comfortable three-bedroom family home with a
large open-plan kitchen/living space. This unique
design won in the ‘intelligent design’ category of
the Society of British and International Design
(SBID) awards 2014.

